Patent Law Fall 2008 – Final Exam Memo
To: Patent Law Fall 2008 Students and Future Patent Law Students
From: Professor Risch
Date: December 2008
This memo follows the grading (and release of grades) in Patent Law. It is intended to aid current
students in understanding their grades, and to aid future students in preparation for class and the final
exam in future years. This memo should be read in conjunction with the highest scoring exams, which
are available on the course web page. I am happy to meet with any of you individually to review your
exam.
This was a small class, and I really enjoyed class discussion. I said at the beginning of the semester that
it could be a great class if you were prepared, and you were. This preparation showed on the exam, as
you all did quite well – the lowest grade was a B.
A note about grading methodology: I graded both for finding an issue and for your handling of the issue.
Unless you applied the wrong rule or applied the right rule incorrectly, your conclusions had no effect on
your grade. The questions were clear about which types of defenses should be discussed in which
section. Some people put the right defenses as answers to the wrong question. I did give you credit for
those answers (to the extent they were correct), but I also awarded fewer organization points where
this happened.
The following is a discussion of some key points from the exam – the “top and bottom” three. This
section is directed primarily at future students to accentuate the point that despite the fact that the
sample exams were quite good, there were still many issues in the exam to be found: the highest
scoring exam scored 60 points out of a total of 93 available.
Top three: The following are three tricky points that most of the class handled quite well.
1. Like last year, students handled priority under 102(g) quite well;
2. The discussion of obviousness was much better than last year, including the identification of
prior art to be compared; and
3. People did a good job of handling the means plus function claim, and differentiating it from the
doctrine of equivalents. Some of you treated the wired/wireless point as a DOE point, which
leads to one of the improvable issues below.
Improvable three: The following are three points that could have been most improved.
1.

Claim differentiation: By far the most disappointing aspect of the exam was the failure to
address each claim separately. Even the best exam did not do a great job of this. As you recall,
claim one was a tambourine, and claim two was a tambourine with a skin. Most of you just
focused (without saying so) on claim 2. Here is the interesting wrinkle in the exam – claim 1 is

likely infringed (no skin on the accused device), but likely invalid for enablement (note how the
pickup is glued to the skin). Claim 2 is likely valid (assuming you get over the snare drum), but
not infringed (no skin on the accused device). Not treating the two claims as separate means no
attention to these issues, which is where a lot of points were – no one really got the enablement
issue with gluing to the skin.
2. Doctrine of Equivalents: I would have liked to see more/better analysis on the doctrine of
equivalents. One of the biggest issues was the shape of the tambourine. The claims talk about
substantial circularity, but the accused was a semi‐circle. Most people just assumed that this
was good enough for literal infringement, but that’s not clear to me. If the accused is not
substantially circular, then is it equivalent? Is it relevant that the prior art had different shaped
tambourines? Does the amendment about connection to the amplifier create prosecution
history estoppel?
3. Obviousness analysis: While obviousness was much improved over last year, I would have still
liked to see more analysis about combinations of elements. While the TSM test is no longer
exclusive after KSR, it would have been nice to have more of you discuss whether the old
television show provides a suggestion to combine pickups and tambourines – that’s really the
heart of the obviousness analysis here, and that didn’t come through.
The negatives above are intended to explain why your grade was not as good as you expected, and it is
designed to aid future classes. Please do not take it as criticism; as I said above, I was very pleased with
the quality of the exam answers and you all showed a good basic understanding of patent law.
I don’t have many general exam guidelines to add to the ones in my prior patent law and cyberlaw
memos. You all wrote well from an organizational/style standpoint. The two points I would
make/reiterate are:
If you go one way with an answer, don’t just ignore the other side. Most hypotheticals have
multiple sides. Always ask yourself, “What if I’m wrong on this?” and look at how the opposite
conclusion might affect your future analysis. I think this issue led to problems with the DOE
above. If you say there is literal infringement, you might not think to look at equivalents, so you
have to consider what happens if there isn’t infringement. This isn’t just an exam technique. In
real life, you always have to plan alternatives in case the judge or jury doesn’t go your way.
B. Don’t spend too much time on short answers at the expense of better discussion on longer
essays.

A.

Finally, a note about exam length: almost all exams came in well under the word limit, and most were
well under the time limit. I’m hoping that means I found a reasonable length exam for the time. There
was little relation between length/time and grade, though the very shortest exams spent the least
amount of time and got the lowest couple of grades. Thus, once you spend a certain amount of
time/write a certain amount, there is little relation between length and score.
I realize that all of the above tips are easier said than done. However, they are areas on which I suggest
you focus as you prepare for exams and for the bar, as they will no doubt give you a leg up.

